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Using SentiStrength in English

Windows version:

 Download program and zipfile 
SentiStrength_Data.zip from 
http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/

Unzip SentiStrength_Data.zip, then start 
SentiStrength.exe and point to the 
unzipped SentiStrength_Data folder

Ready to go!

http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/


SentiStrength Input files

EmotionLookUpTable.txt - a list of 
emotion-bearing words with a strength 
1 to 5 or -1 to -5. 

EmoticonLookUpTable.txt - as above 
but for a list of emoticons. :)

EnglishWordList.txt - a list of English 
words – used for spelling corrections.

IdiomLookupTable.txt – idiomatic 
phrases and sentiment strengths



SentiStrength Input files

NegatingWordList.txt – negating words 
–e.g., not, don’t.

BoosterWordList.txt - sentiment 
intensity modifiers -e.g., very, 
extremely, quite, some. 

SlangLookupTable.txt – slang 
translations



Classifies sentiment in one text

Classifies sentiment of each line of file separately

Finds the optimal parameters for the data



One text



Multiple texts

Input file is list of texts, one per line

Output file is a copy of the texts, plus 
the classifications

I just thought that I would say HI... ----- Love you
After the series it looked like shit!!
Damn its been a good while that i don’t see u

4   1   I just thought that I would say HI... ----- Love you
1   4   After the series it looked like shit!!
3   2   Damn its been a good while that i don’t see u



Optimisation and validation

For the optimisation and cross-
validation options the input must be a 
Gold Standard.

Positive – tab – Negative – tab – text

Accuracy statistics can be calculated

The optimisation step alters the 
sentiment dictionary term weights to fit 
the data better

 E.g.., love (+4) -> love (+3)





Java version

Ask Mike for location

Commercial version

Quicker and more options than the 
Windows version

Need to also download and unzip the 
Windows version SentiStrength_Data
folder

Runs on any computer with Java 
runtime installed



Using the Java version

Process one text (must be escaped 
text):

 java -jar SentiStrength.jar sentidata 
C:/SentStrength_Data/ text 
i+don't+hate+you.

Process all texts in file

java -jar SentiStrength.jar sentidata 
C:/SentStrength_Data/ input C:/test.txt



Java version options

As for Windows version but can also:

 Listen at IP number

 Process stdin -> stdout

 Run interactively from command line

Has some linguistic options

 E.g., can allow negation after sentiment 
terms (happy not)

Can do binary/trinary/scale 
classifications instead of default



Modifying SentiStrength for a 
different domain

Create a gold standard for that domain 

Use the optimise option to optimise the 
sentiment word strengths in 
EmotionLookUpTable.txt.

Use SentiStrength with the new 
EmotionLookUpTable.txt.



Modifying SentiStrength for a 
different language

Translate all the input files in SentiStrength_Data

Pay particular attention to making the list of 
terms in EmotionLookUpTable.txt as complete as 
possible.

Create a gold standard for appropriate text in 
that language

Use the optimise option to optimise the 
sentiment word strengths in 
EmotionLookUpTable.txt & to evaluate the result

Use SentiStrength with the new 
EmotionLookUpTable.txt.



Example – Russian/ French

амортизация ?

ампутировать ?

анархия ?

аннулирование ?

банальный ?

бандит ?

банкрот ?

atroce ?

atrophie?

attaque ?

attenter ?

atterré ?

audacieux ?

austère ?

What sentiment score should each word have? (1-5 or -1 - -5)



Wildcard/Kleene star

absence-2

absent* -2

absurd*-2

abuse* -4

abusi* -4

accepta*  2

abyss -2

Allows groups of words to match
In SentiStrength’s sentiment dictionary



Summary

SentiStrength has Windows and Java 
versions

Can be modified for new languages or 
domains

Needs linguistic work, not programming 
work, to modify
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